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**ABSTRACT**

**Introduction** The main harm reduction interventions for people who inject drugs (PWID) are supervised injection facilities, needle and syringe programmes and opioid agonist treatment. Current evidence supporting their implementation and operation underestimates their usefulness by excluding skin, soft tissue and vascular infections (SSTVI) and anoxic/toxicity-related brain injury from cost-effectiveness analyses (CEA). Our goal is to conduct a comprehensive CEA of harm reduction interventions in a setting with a large, dispersed, heterogeneous population of PWID, and include prevention of SSTVI and anoxic/toxicity-related brain injury as measures of benefit in addition to HIV, hepatitis C and overdose morbidity and mortalities averted.

**Methods and analysis** This protocol describes how we will develop an open, retrospective cohort of adult PWID living in Québec between 1 January 2009 and 31 December 2020 using administrative health record data. By complementing this data with non-linkable paramedic dispatch records, regional monthly needle and syringe dispensation counts and repeated cross-sectional biobehavioural surveys, we will estimate the hazards of occurrence and the impact of Montréal’s harm reduction interventions on the incidence of drug-use-related injuries, infections and deaths. We will synthesise results from our empirical analyses with published evidence to simulate infections and injuries in a hypothetical population of PWID in Montréal under different intervention scenarios including current levels of use and scale-up, and assess the cost-effectiveness of each intervention from the public healthcare payer’s perspective.

**Ethics and dissemination** This study was approved by McGill University’s Institutional Review Board (Study Number: A08-E53-19B). We will work with community partners to disseminate results to the public and scientific community via scientific conferences, a publicly accessible report, op-ed articles and open access peer-reviewed journals.

**INTRODUCTION**

Harm reduction interventions for people who inject drugs (PWID) are public health services designed to mitigate the negative physical and social consequences of injection drug use. Three common interventions are supervised injection facilities (SIF), needle and syringe programmes (NSP) and opioid agonist treatment (OAT).

While there is considerable evidence that SIFs, NSPs and OAT help mitigate morbidity and mortality from overdoses, HIV and hepatitis C (HCV), these interventions remain politically controversial. Critical gaps in the literature contribute to the under-rating of these harm reduction interventions as crucial health services. For starters, much of the available research is specific to the concentrated epidemics of Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside and Sydney’s ‘red light’ district. This leaves the effects of

**Strengths and limitations of this study**

- This will be a comprehensive cost-effectiveness analysis of harm reduction interventions in a setting with a large, dispersed, heterogeneous population of people who inject drugs (PWID).
- The study will use a variety of data (administrative health records, paramedic dispatches, needle and syringe dispensations, and biobehavioural surveys) and analytical methods (eg, interrupted time series, mathematical models, marginal structural Cox models, and Poisson regressions) to estimate local effects of harm reduction interventions.
- The cost-effectiveness analysis takes account of standard and novel drug-use-related injuries and infections (ie, overdose; anoxic/toxicity-related brain injury; skin, soft tissue, and vascular infections; HIV; hepatitis C and death) as health outcomes.
- Clinician experts and patient-partners will review our simulation model to ensure accurate representation of pathways PWID can encounter.
- The study relies on administrative data to identify PWID thereby limiting the cohort to individuals who engage with the healthcare system (ie, most severe cases), possibly reducing the generalisability of the results.
interventions unclear in contexts where the population is diffuse (ie, geographically scattered), the drug use scene is not dominated by opioids, and interventions are being scaled-up (eg, SIFs implemented but not used at capacity immediately).9 10

The paucity of epidemiological studies on substance use sequelae and the effects of harm reduction interventions on these sequelae underestimates the usefulness of SIFs, NSPs and OAT. Despite skin, soft tissue and vascular infections (SSTVIs) including endocarditis, bacteremia, sepsis and osteomyelitis being the most common reasons for hospital admissions among PWID,11 12 studies on the effects of harm reduction interventions on SSTVIs are sparse. This is a critical oversight considering the estimated prevalence among PWID is 10%–30%, and the nontrivial morbidity and mortality risks of SSTVIs.13 14 Complications from delayed care of infections can result in adverse outcomes such as surgical debridement, limb amputation, renal failure and death.15–17 Similarly, while physicians report an increase in anoxic/toxicity-related brain injury following severe opioid-related overdose (ie, cessation of breathing, hypoxia),18 19 a review of the literature published on Medline found a single study of 10 cases in Melbourne (Australia) describing the long-term consequences of hypoxia on brain health following heroin overdose,20 another estimating the prevalence among heroin users in Oslo (Norway) using forensics data21 and most recently a paper from Shaanxi (China) linking brain white matter integrity with heroin relapse. Instead, research has focused on identifying risk factors associated with repeat overdoses or quantifying the burden of overdose visits on health services.22 25 Neglecting to include these sequelae in evaluations of harm reduction interventions makes it impossible to properly assess, compare and prioritise strategies.

Our goal is to conduct a comprehensive cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) of harm reduction interventions for PWID in Montréal, Canada. To do so, we will:

1. Estimate the effects of SIFs, NSPs, OAT, paramedic naloxone use, and the Good Samaritan Drug Overdose Act (henceforth ‘interventions’) on the incidence of drug-use-related infections/infections (ie, overdose, anoxic/toxicity-related brain injury, SSTVIs, HIV and HCV) and death.
2. Determine the direct costs of treating the sequelae, and providing the interventions from the healthcare payer’s perspective.
3. Evaluate, from the point of view of the public healthcare payer: 
   a. The cost-effectiveness of interventions together, compared with no harm reduction service delivery.
   b. The relative cost-effectiveness of interventions compared with each other.
   c. The impact of full scale-up of each intervention and adoption by the community.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Project start and end dates
This project begins August 2021 and ends September 2025.

Study setting
Montréal, Canada has one of the country’s largest PWID populations with approximately 1.3% of adults (95% CI: 1.0% to 1.7%) reporting having injected drugs at least once in the past, and approximately 0.2% (n=4000, 95% CI: 3180 to 4900) currently injecting drugs.24

The city has a long history of providing harm reduction services, bolstered by recent federal and provincial policies. Fixed site and mobile NSPs have existed since 1989.25 In 2017, four of these service providers (Cactus, Dopamine, Spectre de rue and L’Anonyme), in collaboration with regional health authorities, began operating the only SIFs in the province.26 Montréal paramedics began carrying naloxone to reverse opioid-related overdoses in July 2014, with full scale-up realised in 2017.27 Furthermore, Québec residents are mandated to enrol in the Public Prescription Drug Insurance Plan unless privately insured, and the provincial insurance programme ensures access to critical pharmaceuticals at little or no cost, regardless of public or private insurance coverage.28 29 This includes access to OAT and naloxone for opioid addiction and overdose, antiretrovirals and pre-exposure prophylaxis for HIV,30–32 and direct acting antivirals for HCV.25 33 34 Meanwhile, the federal government’s Good Samaritan Drug Overdose Act of 2017 encourages 9-1-1 calls by providing legal protection (eg, from charges of possession) to individuals seeking emergency help during an overdose.35

The proportion of persons who inject daily in Montréal remains high,36 the most recent available HCV incidence is stable (9.2 and 7.8 per 100 person-years for 2016 and 2017, respectively),37 and receptive needle and syringe sharing persists (over 20% of PWID reported sharing at least once in the last 6 months).38 Approximately 46% of the province’s population and over 80% of PWID are low income and covered by the provincial drug insurance programme.29 Unlike the closely studied Vancouver population, which is concentrated in the Downtown Eastside, Montréal’s PWID population is geographically scattered.40 Finally, although approximately half of the PWID population prefers to inject drugs other than opioids,41 the risk of fatal drug overdose is increasing as drug preferences shift to opioids and fentanyl contaminates local drug supplies.37 42

Study design and study population
We will develop an open cohort of PWID in Québec. Adults (≥18 years of age) living in the province with a medical visit or hospitalisation for injection drug use during the 12-year study period (1 January 2009 to 31 December 2020, inclusive) will be enrolled and remain in the cohort for as long as the Régie de l’assurance maladie du Québec (RAMQ) records them living in the province. For each person identified this way, we will extract all health
service use records over the entire study period. These data will be used to disentangle the effects of Montréal-specific interventions from province-wide and nationwide policies, determine the costs of health service use per sequela, and estimate incidence, prevalence and time to sequelae and death.

**Data sources and linkages**

A validated coding algorithm will be applied to vital statistics and health administrative data sets (table 1) to construct the cohort.43 Physician claims, hospital admissions, emergency department visit records, mortality and public prescription drug plan data contain the information needed to identify PWID who have received medical care, pharmaceutical treatment or died from injection-related injuries or illnesses. They also serve to describe health service use. The public prescription drug plan and drug prescription programme files capture drug coverage and dispensing details, and the registered persons file provides key demographic information for stratified analysis and control of confounders (eg, age, sex and socioeconomic status). This data will be complemented with non-linkable data from: (i) Urgences-Santé for all paramedic dispatches for suspected overdose or intoxication (call 23); (ii) the *Centres d’accès au matériel d’injection* for regional monthly dispensation data of all needle and syringe paraphernalia and (iii) *l’Institut national de santé publique du Québec’s (INSPQ) Surveillance des maladies infectieuses chez les Utilisateurs de Drogues par Injection* (SurvUDI) repeated cross-sectional biobehavioural surveys of PWID for parameter estimation.

Parameters that cannot be estimated directly from these local data sources will be extracted from relevant published material (eg, peer-reviewed and grey literature).

**Analysis plan for each objective**

We will use epidemiologic methods to estimate the risk of each sequela and death; and a variety of econometric and mathematical modelling methods to quantify the population-level effects of harm reduction interventions on these outcomes (table 2). Our null hypothesis for each intervention is that they have no effect on counts of sequelae or deaths. Data will be prepared using SAS (V.9.4) and statistical analyses will be performed using R (V.3.2.5 or higher).

Data quality for the administrative data sets (table 1) is exceptionally high. A recent audit by the Canadian Institute for Health Information found of 835 399 Quebec acute care admissions for fiscal year 2017–2018 only 5 and 16 records were missing discharge disposition and most responsible diagnosis information, respectively, and only three records of 368 364 day surgeries were missing most responsible diagnosis.44 As such, where administrative
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**Table 1** Administrative health data available via les centres d’accès aux données de recherche de l’Institut de la statistique du Québec29

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Examples of variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Services médicaux rémunérés à l’acte</td>
<td>RAMQ</td>
<td>All fee-for-service care provided by physicians in hospital, office or clinic settings.</td>
<td>Fee items, date of visit, physician type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Maintenance et exploitation des données pour l’étude de la clientèle hospitalière</td>
<td>RAMQ</td>
<td>Every hospital admission including day procedures and diagnostics.</td>
<td>Admission and discharge dates, diagnoses, procedures, radiology and other diagnostics, resource weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Banque de données communes des urgences</td>
<td>MSSS</td>
<td>All events triaged in the emergency department including care episodes, consultations and stretcher occupant files.</td>
<td>Visit date, primary cause of visit, admission indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Fichier des décès du Registre des événements démographiques</td>
<td>MSSS</td>
<td>All primary causes of death.</td>
<td>Event date, primary cause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Fichier sur les services pharmaceutiques</td>
<td>RAMQ</td>
<td>Public insurance drug plan for &gt;8000 drugs dispensed by pharmacists to Québec residents under the age of 65 not covered by a drug plan available through work, parents, spouse or professional affiliation (eg, low income and marginalised populations).</td>
<td>Drug dispensed, dose, quantity, unit cost, cost to payer, cost to patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Fichier sur les périodes d’admissibilité à l’assurance médicaments</td>
<td>RAMQ</td>
<td>Drug prescription programmes and plans file of who is insured under what plan.</td>
<td>Start and stop dates of public prescription drug insurance coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Fichier d’inscription des personnes assurées</td>
<td>RAMQ</td>
<td>Registry file of all Québec residents covered by public insurance programme.</td>
<td>Age, sex, census-based neighbourhood income for socioeconomic status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSSS, Ministère de la Santé et des Services sociaux; RAMQ, Régie de l’assurance maladie du Québec.
records are missing pertinent information, they will be excluded from analyses and the number of observations omitted due to missing data will be documented. Conversely, for the biobehavioural surveys, paramedic data and counts of equipment distributed, we will use imputation methods and report the method and extent.

Where appropriate, we will stratify results by sex and age. Age categories will be empirically determined and will reflect differences in health risk and service use patterns. Notably, race-based data are not available for this study.

Results will be reported using appropriate Enhancing the QUAlity and Transparency Of Health Research guidelines (eg, Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses, and Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards) and will include both p-values and 95% CIs.

### Estimating instantaneous rates of sequelae occurrence

We will use competing risk models to estimate local instantaneous rates of occurrence of diagnosed injection-related injuries and infections (henceforth ‘sequelae’). These models estimate the marginal probability of each competing event (sequela) using the cumulative incidence function (based on, for example, the Lunn-McNeil approach and its flexible extensions). The event-specific cumulative incidence function will determine the instantaneous risk of occurrence for each sequela while incorporating the effects of confounders on the risk of event occurrence and accounting for competing risks.

For the purposes of the CEA, this method enables us to better simulate the health trajectories of PWID, given the high prevalence of multiple comorbidities and their demonstrated effects on disease progression rates (eg, HIV/HCV coinfection). To test the proportional hazards assumption and, if rejected, model the time-dependent effects of confounders, we will use the flexible spline-based extension of the Lunn-McNeil competing risks model, proposed and validated by members of our team. If the proportional hazards hypothesis is rejected, the event-specific cumulative incidence curves, conditional on time-dependent effects, will be estimated using our flexible model.

### Determining the costs of treating sequelae and interventions

We will estimate out-of-hospital and emergency department costs for treating each sequela using physician claims. Costs of in-patient and day-case hospitalisations will be calculated using the province’s relative resource

---

**Table 2** Summary of methods that will be used to evaluate the effects of interventions on outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supervised injection facility (June 2017)</td>
<td>SSTVIs, Overdose, Anoxic/toxicity-related brain injury, Death</td>
<td>Interrupted time series and segmented regression</td>
<td>Linked administrative health data (1/2009 to 12/2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIV, HCV</td>
<td>Mathematical modelling (see Objective 3)</td>
<td>Linked administrative health data; Centres d’accès au materiel d’injection dispensations (1/2009 to 12/2020); INSPQ’s SurvUDI (2006/2007 to 2019/2020 cycles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle and syringe program (1989)</td>
<td>SSTVIs</td>
<td>Poisson or negative binomial regression models</td>
<td>Linked administrative health data; Centres d’accès au materiel d’injection dispensations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIV, HCV</td>
<td>Mathematical modelling</td>
<td>Linked administrative health data; Centres d’accès au materiel d’injection dispensations; INSPQ’s SurvUDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid agonist therapy</td>
<td>SSTVIs, Overdose, Anoxic/toxicity-related brain injury, Death</td>
<td>Marginal structural Cox models; Missing cause approach (section 2.3.1)</td>
<td>Linked administrative health data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIV, HCV</td>
<td>Mathematical modelling</td>
<td>Linked administrative health data; Centres d’accès au materiel d’injection dispensations; INSPQ’s SurvUDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramedic’s use of naloxone; Good Samaritan Drug Overdose Act</td>
<td>Anoxic/toxicity-related brain injury, Death</td>
<td>Interrupted time series and segmented regression</td>
<td>Linked administrative health data; Urgences-Santé paramedic dispatches (1/2012 to 12/2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HCV, hepatitis C virus; INSPQ, l’Institut national de santé publique du Québec; SSTVIs, skin, soft tissue and vascular infections; SurvUDI, Surveillance des maladies infectieuses chez les Utilisateurs de Drogues par Injection.
intensity weight assigned to each admission multiplied by the average cost per unit for each fiscal year as provided by the Ministère de la santé et des services sociaux. Prescription drug costs will be tabulated from the public insurance and claims administrative data sets; while a fixed cost per paramedic-attended event will apply.

We will use multivariable generalised linear mixed models to estimate mean marginal costs of treating each sequela accounting for interdependence between repeated measures and addressing skewness, heteroscedasticity and excess zeros common in costing data. We will use modified Park tests to assess the extent of heteroscedasticity and identify appropriate distributional families.

Costs of services rendered at SIFs and NSPs will be restricted to programme operating costs estimated from annual reports and pharmaceutical data, respectively. We will not include programme start-up costs as we will be working from the perspective that all interventions are already available. All costs will be adjusted for inflation using the general Canadian Consumer Price Index.

Estimating the effect sizes of each harm reduction intervention

To estimate the population-level effects of the newly implemented SIFs, we will use an interrupted time series design. The balanced time series will have 10 quarterly study intervals before (December 2014 to May 2017, inclusive) and after the implementation of the SIFs (July 2017 to December 2019, inclusive). The time series will be centred on June 2017 when the first three sites were implemented, consider the implementation of the final SIF (November 2017) as scale-up, and end before COVID-19-related service disruptions began (March 2020). We will use segmented regression with a time series specification and autoregressive error models to test the effects of SIFs separately on SSTVIs, overdose, anoxic/toxicity-related brain injury and death (see table 2 for a summary of methods to estimate effect sizes of interventions on sequelae, and data sources to be used). We will use the two-sided Durbin-Watson test, plot of residuals and autocorrelation plots to detect autocorrelation (eg, first order) and moving averages. Where needed, we will adjust standard errors using the Newey–West approach and add effect lags to models. NSPs were first introduced in Montréal in 1989—well before the earliest year for which administrative health data is available (1995). As such, we will use Poisson or (if warranted) negative binomial regression models to assess the association between aggregated monthly counts of overdose we will use marginal structural Cox models and restrict our analysis to PWID registered with the province’s public drug insurance programme. These models use time-varying inverse-probability of treatment weighting at each time point to create a ‘pseudo-population’ of PWID in which subjects with different exposure patterns have similar distributions of time-varying confounders or mediators. For our purposes, OAT initiation will be defined as a new OAT prescription dispensed with no indication of OAT treatment in the previous 2 years (wash-in period subject to change based on expert feedback). Treatment cessation will be defined as any prescription with more than 30-days since last dispensation, with the potential for reintitiation any time thereafter. To account for the possibility of residual confounding by some unmeasured risk factors potentially associated with OAT, we will carry out sensitivity analyses using the ‘missing cause’ approach which corrects the estimates for an interaction between exposure (OAT) and the discrepancy between observed versus predicted exposure. Developed by members of our team, the method has been found in simulations to yield more stable estimates than other traditional methods (eg, instrumental variable approach).

We will evaluate the effects of paramedics’ use of naloxone and the Good Samaritan Drug Overdose Act on rates of overdose and overdose-related deaths using interrupted time series. For the provision of naloxone by paramedics we will use 11 quarters preimplementation (October 2011–June 2014), during scale-up (July 2014–March 2017) and postimplementation (April 2017–December 2019), each. For the Good Samaritan Drug Overdose Act, we will focus on 11 quarters each preimplementation (August 2014–April 2017) and postimplementation (June 2017–February 2020).

Constructing our mathematical model

We will construct a stochastic individual-based model to quantify the public health and economic impacts of our interventions (a) together (current scenario), (b) individually and (c) under simulated conditions of full-scale up while accounting for the unique epidemiological profile and health service use patterns of Montréal’s PWID population. We selected the stochastic individual model as our mathematical framework because it allows us to update individuals’ risk of outcomes as relevant attributes (eg, individuals’ characteristics, the setting and other environmental features) change over time.
will amalgamate existing disease- and ensure we accurately simulate patient trajectories, we will amalgamate existing disease-specific models and incorporate patient and clinician expert feedback in the development of our model. Treatment decisions will be developed from ‘if-then’ statements based on published standards of care, treatment guidelines and clinicians’ input.

The model will be populated using results from our empirical analyses estimating risks of injection-related infections, injuries and deaths and intervention effect sizes to simulate infections and injuries in a hypothetical population of PWID in Montréal. Where necessary, these data will be supplemented with surveillance data and published sources (eg, meta-analyses, clinical studies) for parameters such as forces of infection for HIV and HCV (likely constant) and interactions between agents. To validate the model’s consistency, the simulation will run through a series of test scenarios to ensure outcomes observed match those expected. The finalised model will estimate the individual, synergistic and cumulative effects of the interventions on PWID living in Montréal over a 40-year time horizon.

Conducting the cost-effectiveness analysis

Costs and outcomes will be discounted to reflect time preferences using standard accepted methods (recommended rate of 1.5%, with 0%-3% used in sensitivity analyses). Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) will summarise the health gains versus costs of interventions relative to our base case (no harm reduction interventions).

Although quality adjusted life years (QALYs) are regularly used as an aggregate, single metric of longevity and health-related quality of life in CEA, for our purposes, relevant utility estimates do not exist for all our sequelae. For those that do exist, there are several challenges related to the use of QALYs which limit their usefulness here. For example, the different tools used to estimate QALYs can yield significantly different values. Furthermore, quality of life information from persons with lived experience are not always available; and particular to patients with brain injury difficult to impossible to ascertain. Finally, QALYs favour treatable illnesses over incremental improvements for chronic conditions. For these reasons, we are electing to report ICERs using deaths averted with secondary analysis focusing on SSTVIs averted. We will conduct probabilistic sensitivity analysis, plot the efficiency frontier for combinations of harm reduction interventions and include cost-effectiveness acceptability curves to summarise the impact of uncertainty on willingness to pay on our results.

Patient and public involvement

We will recruit two patient-partners with lived experience through our networks at INSPQ and the McGill Centre for Viral Diseases to provide expert feedback on health seeking behaviour and self-treatment of infections and injuries, and to review our model design for the accurate representation of pathways PWID can encounter. As this project uses secondary administrative data and previously collected biobehavioural surveys, no additional patients will be recruited for the conduct of the study.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION

This study will rely solely on the analysis of secondary de-identified administrative health, surveillance and programme data supplemented with peer-reviewed and grey literature. There will be no recruitment of participants for additional data, and results will be reported at the aggregate level only. All members of the research team who will have access to the data have had the necessary tri-council privacy training. The study received ethical approval from McGill University’s Institutional Review Board (Study Number: A08-E53-19B).

Our project will culminate in a publicly accessible report and op-ed, and results will be published in open access peer-reviewed journals and presented at scientific conferences. Although data will not be shareable, we will make our code available in a public repository.

DISCUSSION

Despite the significant investments in harm reduction and the unique epidemiological profile of Montréal’s PWID population, reports exploring the impacts of interventions are sparse. Meanwhile, most CEAs of harm reduction interventions for PWID have neglected the common and/or potentially costly consequences of SSTVIs and anoxic/toxicity-related brain injury. Our comprehensive analysis will fill in critical gaps on disease burden and health service utilisation by including a detailed investigation of the epidemiology of these sequelae and will provide new evidence on the cost-effectiveness (including potentially, cost-saving effects) of combinations of the target harm reduction interventions. Unique contributions from this project include characterising the demographics, disease burden and health service needs of Montréal’s PWID, describing the disease progression for neglected injection drug use-related sequelae, and developing a calibrated simulation model that can be used to estimate the effects of future policy scenarios.

The primary challenge for this project is the construction of a parsimonious but accurate model of health trajectories for PWID in Montréal. To this end, several assumptions about the population will need to be made including the duration of injection drug use (eg, the ‘length of the injecting career’, and periodicity), the injecting risk behaviour (ie, frequency of injecting, sharing of equipment and characteristics of networks).
and transmissibility of infectious diseases (eg, HIV, HCV and pathogens that cause skin, soft tissue and vascular infections including amyloid A amyloidosis). Although we will have access to biobehavioural surveys to inform these parameters, the illicit nature and stigmatisation of injection drug use means we will likely underestimate values. By working with clinician and peer experts, and calibrating our model to observed outcomes in our administrative data, we aim to minimise the effects of such assumptions on our model’s accuracy.

A related challenge is the use of administrative health data to identify and describe the PWID cohort. This method of capturing the cohort is dependent on healthcare access and utilisation patterns of PWID, and the quality of data available. In settings without comprehensive records of service use or where access to services and treatment is restricted, this approach can lead to under-ascertainment and estimation of PWID populations; overestimating incidence of infections relative to the PWID population and undercounting overdose events treated in the community. Reliance on administrative data for accurate diagnosis of injection drug use may lead to misclassification. By working with data in a setting where health services and pharmaceuticals are provided at little to no cost to PWID, applying modern surveillance methods and using validated algorithms, we will mitigate the potential for misclassification, capture as many adverse events as possible outside of a strict longitudinal cohort study and focus our analyses on the effectiveness of interventions among PWID who interact with the healthcare system.

Concomitantly, there will be limitations to our evaluations of the harm reduction interventions included in this CEA. We will not be able to stratify effect sizes for all interventions by sex and age owing to limitations in statistical power. Extensive model calibration will ensure assumptions on the effectiveness of interventions for different sub-groups best reflect the reality of PWID living in Montréal.

Further, we cannot estimate the effect of community naloxone distribution, directly. We are aware that in November 2017, 1900 pharmacies across Quebec began offering naloxone kits freely to residents 14 years or older with a provincial health insurance card and that 15 Montréal community-based groups (including Cactus, Dopamine, Spectre de rue and L’Anonymous), successfully lobbied the provincial government to begin distributing naloxone kits freely and anonymously in May 2018. While public reports reveal 1831 kits were distributed in 2017, 7541 in 2018 and 13,268 in 2019 across the whole province, more granular data including the purpose of replacement (ie, kit expired, was lost/stolen, was used), estimates of overdose events revived or demographics of peers equipped with kits are not available. We are working with partners at INSPO and the SIFs to understand the data available to us, and where possible, will include counts of kits distributed as part of the evaluation of SIFs.

Given that model parameters will be estimated using Montréal-specific administrative health data supplemented with surveillance data, and from published literature, and because we are dealing with a heterogeneous population, there will be some parameter uncertainty in the model. To compensate for this, we will carefully select controls (eg, propensity score matched geographically unexposed individuals) and conduct comprehensive sensitivity analyses at all stages of model development including parameter ascertainment. Approaches will include restricting analyses to individuals with fixed addresses for geographic analyses on the effects of interventions based on proximity to services, conducting probabilistic sensitivity analyses and producing cost-effectiveness acceptability curves to summarise the uncertainty in the estimates of the CEA.

Our comprehensive study will equip health services planners with much-needed information to optimise harm reduction interventions in resource constrained settings locally and internationally. While the results will be specific to a Canadian city, by focusing on Montréal’s understudied and diverse PWID population and incorporating otherwise neglected injection-drug use sequelae, this project will extend the generalisability and relevance of the existing harm reduction literature. Our results will be of international interest, as injection-related illnesses continue to rise (eg, opioid epidemics) and communities explore harm reduction options.
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